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Transhumanize and posthumanize humankind—through advancing the science, technology, and 
capitalism of artificial intelligence, robotics, human immortality biotech, human genetic 
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interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech. 

—The Robocentric mission 



Project Summary 

Overview 
This project is for Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, to scientifically find, 
textually document, and publish all the human-body biomechanical and mechanobiological 
features and capabilities—down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—that enable the living human body to be a 
mechanically dynamic and responsive biological system; in this project, Allen Young 
performs a comprehensive fundamental and applied science research in biomechanics and 
mechanobiology with biomechanical and mechanobiological engineering sciences development 
and application in developing and commercializing humanoid robot hardware, embedded AI, 
human immortality biotech, neurotech, bionic biotech, outer-space tech, and biomechanical 
and mechanobiological biomedical technologies.  Allen Young will use existing knowledge 
and develop new theoretical knowledge of his own to complete this project. 

Intellectual Merit 
This project creates brand-new, never-before-existed biomechanical and mechanobiological 
fundamental and engineering sciences, in a textually specified and published form—detailed 
down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and 
subatomic levels—for developing and commercializing humanoid robotics and embedded AI 
technologies, human immortality biotech, human genetic screening and engineering biotech, 
neurotech, outer-space tech, and biomedical biotech. 

Broader Impacts 
This project is an essential part of developing the human immortality biotech, human genetic 
screening and engineering biotech, beneficial-biomatter mass production biotech, and 
neurotechnology, and commercializing these biotechnologies in America and elsewhere in the 
First World, as Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, has envisioned, 
documented, and published in his book, The Future:  How artificial intelligence, robotics, 
human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech will alter the human reality. 
 
This project leads to realizing the next-generation biotechnologies whose specifications and 
descriptions were envisioned, documented, and published by Allen Young—for 
biotechnologically creating the transhumanistic America that will be without the incurable 
diseases and disabilities in the human body, without the limited human lifespan, and without the 
old-age related human infirmness and senility:  this project is instrumental in making the 
American human multitudes to be free of incurable diseases and disabilities in their human 
bodies, to be immortal by choice, to modify their own human genomes at will, and to retain their 
bodily human health, youth, beauty and vitality indefinitely. 
 
This project leads to biotechnologically altering and improving the human biological design and 
reality, making biotechnology-made beneficial biomatter abundant on Earth and in mass-scale 
outer space human habitats, and enabling the outer-space biotechnological human immortality 
that will be immensely conducive to the interplanetary and interstellar and intergalactic mass-
scale outer space humanity expansion—all for enabling the transhumanistic epoch of humankind 
that Allen Young has envisioned, documented, and published in his book, The Future:  How 



artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech will alter 
the human reality, that Allen Young publicly promotes and pursues until its full realization. 



Intellectual Merit 

Work to Be Undertaken, Objectives and Expected Significance 
"Mankind is something to be surpassed." 

— Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche, in Thus Spake Zarathustra, Part I, 3. 
 
This project is for performing a comprehensive and all-inclusive fundamental and applied 
science research in biomechanics and mechanobiology with biomechanical and 
mechanobiological engineering sciences development and application in developing and 
commercializing humanoid robot hardware, embedded AI, human immortality biotech, 
neurotech, bionic biotech, outer-space tech, and neuromuscular and other biomechanical 
and mechanobiological disease and disability cure biomedical technologies. 
 
This project is for scientifically finding, textually and mathematically and computationally 
specifying, and publishing all the biomechanical and mechanobiological aspects and 
features of the living human body—down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, 
subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—in 4D (three dimensions of space, and one 
dimension of time), over the entire lifetime of the living human body, starting at prefertilization 
as a spermatozoon and an ovum and ending at the natural death of the human body at an old age 
with the death not caused by a life-terminating disease or illness but rather by the natural 
biophysical limit of the human body in its life duration.  In this project, Allen Young, the 
principal investigator of this project, identifies, quantifies, and publishes all the biomechanical 
and mechanobiological human-body components at organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels. 
 
The central theme, direction, and objective of this project is to scientifically find, identify, 
textually specify and detail, and publish all the human-body biomechanical and 
mechanobiological features and capabilities—down to the human-body organic, tissular, 
cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—that enable the living 
human body to be a mechanically dynamic and responsive biological system.  The 
biomechanical portion of this project addresses all the mechanical force and motion generation 
in the living human body, whereas the mechanobiological portion of this project addresses all 
the mechanical force responses in the living human body—down to the human-body organic, 
tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels. 
 
In this project, Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, develops, textually 
specifies, and publishes a number of ways to translate recent biomechanical and 
mechanobiological discoveries and additional discoveries in this project into engineering 
sciences, the transhumanistic biomechanics and mechanobiology engineering sciences (i.e. 
applying scientific knowledge to practical problems, the parts of science concerned with the 
physical and mathematical basis of engineering and machine technology) that play essential roles 
in removing human limitations, improving the human condition, biotechnologically creating the 
human beings that surpass the Homo sapiens human beings, and enabling the post-Homo sapiens 
human beings to expand into outer space in massive numbers as immortal human beings—via 
advancing embodied AI (Artificial Intelligence), robotics (such as humanoid robot hardware 
design and manufacturing), human immortality biotech (such as human body parts and whole 



human body biomanufacturing and replacement), human genetic screening and engineering 
biotech, nanotechnology, neurotechnology, bionic biotech (such as bioelectronic human body 
modification), and interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale outer space humanity 
expansion tech. 
 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, suspects that there will be missing 
knowledge at the completion of this project, that cannot be filled during the course of this project 
or immediately after completing this project; Allen Young will find and fill all the missing 
knowledge in one or more subsequent projects, via theoretical calculations and experimental 
verifications; no matter how long it takes, Allen Young will find all the knowledge that can be 
scientifically known about the structure and function of the human body down to the human-
body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels; a part of 
this project is finding, textually specifying, and publishing all the biomechanics and 
mechnobiology knowledge that are yet known to science and must be found and will be found by 
Allen Young, if not by others; Allen Young owns the responsibility of finding, documenting, and 
publishing all the unknowns in the human body, for successfully developing and 
commercializing the human immortality biotech (the human body part and whole human body 
manufacturing and replacement biotech) and other human-body capabilities augmentation and 
improvement biotechnologies that Allen Young has envisioned, textually documented, 
published, and publicly promotes and pursues until their full completion and commercialization. 
 
In this project, Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, will use existing scientific 
knowledge or research results by others, and create applicable new scientific knowledge, for 
completing this project; for any gap in scientific knowledge that must be discovered, Allen 
Young will develop, textually specify, and publish a plan to remove and fill all the scientific 
knowledge gap that Allen Young will execute in one or more of his subsequent projects; Allen 
Young will perform all the needed one or more subsequent projects to fill all the scientific 
knowledge gap specified at the completion of this project. 
 
 
This project meets all the requirements specified in the NSF grant opportunity description, as 
detailed in the project objective list presented later on in this project description. 
 
In this project, Allen Young performs a fundamental and transformative research that advances 
America's scientific understanding of engineering biomechanics and mechanobiology to the 
uttermost extremes, down to the smallest levels, for advancing transhumanism. 
 
In this project, Allen Young studies biological mechanics across multiple domains, from sub-
cellular to whole organism, and considers diverse living tissues as smart materials that are 
distinct from conventional engineering materials, and self-designing for and by mechanical 
forces in and on the human body, via biochemical and bioelectrical cell signaling. 
 
This project has a clear biological component (i.e. the human body), a clear mechanics 
component (i.e. the biomechanics and mechanobiology of the human body), and improves 
America's scientific and technological understanding of the mechanical behavior of a living 
system for advancing humanoid robotics, embodied AI (Artificial Intelligence), human 



immortality biotech, human genetic screening and engineering, interplanetary and interstellar and 
intergalactic mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech, and biomedical tech. 
 
In this project, Allen Young investigates the mechanical behavior of biological molecules, cell 
components, cells, tissues, organ systems, and living whole-body systems; moreover, in this 
project, Allen Young investigates the important concern of the influence of in vivo mechanical 
forces on cell and matrix biology in the histomorphogenesis, maintenance, regeneration, repair, 
and aging of tissues and organs; moreover, in this project, Allen Young translates the recent 
biomechanical and mechanobiological discoveries and the fundamental biomechanical and 
mechanobiological sciences he creates in this project into engineering sciences for advancing 
embodied artificial intelligence, robotics, human immortality biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
humanity expansion tech. 
 
In this project, Allen Young investigates multiscale mechanics approaches—and theoretical, 
computational, and experimental approaches—in fundamental and engineering biomechanics 
and mechanobiology sciences development. 
 
 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, is a transhumanistic Asian-American man 
who publicly promotes and advances the science, technology, and capitalism of artificial 
intelligence, robotics, human immortality biotech, human genetic screening and engineering, 
nanotech, neurotech, bionic biotech, and interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale 
outer space humanity expansion tech. 
 
Allen Young advances transhumanism according to his America and First World 
transhumanization plan that he has envisioned, documented and published in his book, The 
Future:  How artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
tech will alter the human reality. 
 
Successfully completing this project as an essential part of accomplishing Allen Young's 
paramount mission of transhumanizing America and the rest of the First World. 
 
This project builds on, and extends, two other biotech projects by Allen Young, the principal 
investigator of this project—a project titled "Astronomically Parallel Human-cell 
Biomanufacturing for Enabling the Human Immortality Biotech", submitted to NSF for the NSF 
"Cellular and Biochemical Engineering" grant (Grants.gov opportunity number PD-20-1491), 
and a project titled "Human Body QMASPer for Computationally Modeling the Human 
Physiological and Pathophysiological Structures and Processes, and 3D Human Tissue and 
Organ and Limb and Whole Body Biomanufacturing, for Enabling the Human Immortality 
Biotech", submitted to NSF for the NSF "Engineering of Biomedical Systems" grant (Grants.gov 
opportunity number PD-20-5345). 
 
The ultimate objective of this project is producing and publishing a book or book-series final 
project work product, tentatively titled "Comprehensive and All-Inclusive Biomechanics and 
Mechanobiology with Applications in Humanoid Robotics, Embodied AI, Human Immortality 



Biotech, Neurotech, Outer-Space Tech, and Biomedical Tech", that contains all the project 
results. 
 
The one or more biomechanical and mechanobiological technology paradigms and development 
strategies developed, documented, and published in this project will be implemented in one or 
more subsequent projects by Allen Young and his transhumanistic American high-tech 
corporation Robocentric for making robots ubiquitous in America, and for creating and 
commercializing the human immortality biotechnologies and other human body capabilities 
increase and augmentation biotechnologies. 
 
The biomechanics portion of this project is for developing a collection of integrated scientific 
biophysical knowledge on the human muscular system and other related systems (such as the 
human circulatory system for blood supply to the human muscle cells, and the human nervous 
systems for planning and executing the human motor actions)—down to the human-body 
organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels with emphasis on 
comprehensive quantification of all the human-body components involved in the human 
muscular system, for applications in humanoid robotics, human-body biotech, and interplanetary, 
interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale outer space living human body transport tech.  The 
biomechanics portion of this project is not a discreet approach in specifying the human muscular 
system, but is rather a holistic approach in textually modeling and specifying the human 
muscular system down to the subcellular and molecular levels with emphasis on spatial 
arrangement and composition and quantification of all the human muscular system components, 
down to the number of cells and subcellular components in each muscle bundle and the types and 
numbers of biochemicals involved in human muscle actions (that are to be experimentally 
verified by the biosensing and biophotonic devices to be developed and commercialized by Allen 
Young in other biotech projects).  Various estimates of the numbers and types of human cells 
have been made; this project aims to create a quantified model of the human muscular system in 
4D (three dimensions of space and one dimension of time), and specify and publish the model in 
writing, with the numbers and types of human muscular system components down to the human-
body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels. 
 
The mechanobiology portion of this project is for developing a collection of integrated 
scientific biophysical knowledge on the 4D human-body mechanisms that respond to the 
mechanical forces on the human body, and textually specifying and publishing the mechanical-
force-responsive human body features down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, 
subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels. 
 
The biomechanics and mechanobiology integration portion of this project is for merging the 
biomechanics and mechanobiology portions of this project to create a unified bioscientific theory 
that quantifies, models, analyzes, simulates, and predicts (QMASPes) the biophysical structures 
and processes of the human body that enables the human body to be a mechanically dynamic and 
responsive biological system at the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels. 
 
The biomechanics and mechanobiology engineering science portion of this project is for 
developing a set of biomechanics and mechanobiology engineering sciences used or applied by 



Allen Young and his transhumanistic American high-tech corporation Robocentric, in 
developing and commercializing humanoid robot hardware, embedded AI, human immortality 
biotech, neurotech, bionic biotech, outer-space tech, and neuromuscular and other biomechanical 
and mechanobiological disease and disability cure biomedical technologies that Allen Young has 
envisioned, textually documented, published, and publicly promotes and pursues. 
 
There is an abridged project description, due to the page limitation required by NSF (National 
Science Foundation); but the abridged version contains all the essential project description.  
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, has already completed and published the 
full or unabridged project description as noted in this project proposal's references cited (Allen 
Young Young, AD 2022, "Comprehensive and All-inclusive Biomechanics and Mechanobiology 
with Applications in Humanoid Robotics, Embodied AI, Human Immortality Biotech, 
Neurotech, Outer-Space Tech, and Biomedical Tech — Full Project Description").  The full 
project description is 37 pages long, with 18 pages of project objective list (instead of 8 pages in 
the abridged version), and 11 pages of broader impacts (instead of 3 pages in the abridged 
version). 
 
Transhumanism, in the sense that Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, uses in 
this project and all other publications of his, is defined as "removing human limitations and 
improving the human condition through advancing the science, technology, and capitalism of 
artificial intelligence, robotics, human immortality biotech, human genetic screening and 
engineering biotech, neurotech, nanotech, bionic biotech, and interplanetary, interstellar, 
intergalactic mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech." 
 
The following project objective list, conceptually integrated and unified and fully organized for 
scientifically finding all the biomechanical and mechanobiological aspect of the living human 
body for advancing transhumanism, is identical or very close to the project final work product 
book content structure or outline, and contains all that Allen Young presently desires to 
accomplish in developing his fundamental and engineering biomechanics and mechanobiology 
sciences for advancing transhumanism; this project doesn't hold back anything on advancing the 
transhumanistic fundamental and engineering biomechanics and mechanobiology sciences; Allen 
Young never holds back anything, and raises the bar to the uttermost extremes, in advancing his 
transhumanistic science, technology, and capitalism. 
 
Allen Young aims to achieve the following objectives in this project. 
1. Comprehensive and all-inclusive transhumanistic biomechanics and mechanobiology 

fundamental and applied research basic concepts, terminologies and paradigms 
development, textual documentation, and publication—down to the human-body 
organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—for 
developing and commercializing humanoid robotics and embedded AI technologies, 
human immortality biotech, human genetic screening and engineering biotech, 
neurotech, outer-space tech, and biomedical biotech 
1.1. Textually specify and publish the definitions of biomechanics and mechanobiology as 

fundamental and engineering sciences, as what they mean in this project and relevant 
subsequent projects by Allen Young and his transhumanistic American high-tech 
corporation Robocentric, within the context of advancing transhumanism by developing 



and commercializing embodied AI, robotics, human immortality biotech, neurotech, 
mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech, and biomedical biotech. 

1.2. Textually specify and publish the difference between biomechanics (study of mechanical 
aspects of biological systems using the methods of mechanics, or study of biological 
mechanical force and motion generation) and mechanobiology (study of the effects of 
physical forces on the changes and developments of biological systems, or study of 
biological mechanical force and motion responses).  Textually specify and publish how 
the difference between biomechanics and mechanobiology affects the research in 
biomechanics and mechanobiology in this project. 

1.3. Identify, textually specify and detail, and publish all the scientific knowledge that must 
be found or discovered in biomechanics and mechanobiology to find, textually specify, 
and publish all the human-body features and capabilities—down to the human-
body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic 
levels—that enable the living human body to be a physically dynamic and 
responsive biological system.  Textually specify and publish the already-discovered and 
to-be-discovered mechanical properties and changes of biomolecules and cell 
components and cells and tissues.  Clearly define and publish the scope of biomechanics 
and mechanobiology research in this project by defining all the mechanical properties 
and changes of biomolecules and cell components and cells and tissues to be discovered 
in this project in a set of one or more categorized questions to answer in this project. 

1.4. Develop, textually specify, and publish an integrated and unified biomechanics and 
mechanobiology research paradigm for performing this project that applies to in vivo 
biomechanics and mechanobiology, humanoid robotics, embodied AI (artificial 
intelligence), human immortality biotech, neurotech, outer-space human transport and 
living technologies, and biomedical biotech. 

2. Comprehensive and all-inclusive in vivo biomechanics fundamental science 
development, textual documentation, and publication—down to the human-body 
organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—for 
developing and commercializing humanoid robotics and embedded AI technologies, 
human immortality biotech, human genetic screening and engineering biotech, 
neurotech, outer-space tech, and biomedical biotech 
2.1. Textually, mathematically and computationally model and specify the human 

biomechanical system (i.e. mechanical force and motion generation system) and its 
biological development (i.e. human biomechanical morphogeneses) down to the human-
body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels, 
with the identification and specification of all the involved organs, tissues, cells, cell 
components, biochemicals and bioelectrical signals, and their biophysical mechanics, 
dynamics, compositions and composition changes in three-dimensional space over one-
dimensional time, with a comprehensive quantification of all the human-body 
components involved in the human biomechanical system, function, capability, and 
action; publish the human biomechanical system model and specification produced in 
this project.  Textually, mathematically, and computationally theorize (i.e. formulate an 
organized predictive and experimentally verifiable scientific knowledge on) all the 
biomechanics and biomechanical morphogeneses of the human-body muscular system 
with all the involved human-body components and signaling systems; publish the human 
biomechanics and human biomechanical morphogeneses theories developed in this 



project.  Develop, textually specify, and publish a comprehensive, integrated, unified, 
generalized, and experimentally verifable textual, mathematical and computational and 
computable model of all the human biomechanical system components that 
synergistically generate mechanical forces in the human body.  This must be 
comprehensive theoretical consideration, textual and mathematical model development 
and specification, computational modeling technology (software and/or hardware) 
design and specification, and publication for all the biomechanical aspects, features, and 
capabilities of the living human body.  This comprehensive human-body muscular 
system biomechanics textual, mathematical, and computational modeling (with all the 
involved human body components down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, 
subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels) is for applications in humanoid 
robotics, and human body part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement 
biotech for enabling biotechnological human immortality. 

2.1.1. Perform a holistic, not discrete, approach research and science development for 
textually, mathematically and computationally modeling and specifying the human 
biomechanical system and development down to the subcellular, molecular, and 
extracellular-matrix component levels with emphasis on spatial arrangement and 
composition and quantification of all the human biomechanical system components, 
down to the numbers and types of cells and subcellular and extracellular-matrix 
components in each muscle bundle and fiber and every other human-body 
biomechanical component and the types and numbers of biochemicals and 
bioelectrical signals involved in human muscle actions (that are to be 
experimentally verified by the biosensing and biophotonic devices to be developed 
and commercialized by Allen Young's high-tech company, Robocentric) with 
explanations of why certain biochemicals and bioelectrical signals are used in the 
human-body biomechanical components.  Various estimates of the numbers and 
types of human cells have been made; create a quantified model of the human 
biomechanical system and development, and specify the model in writing and 
publish the model that can be implemented on computer, with the numbers and 
types of human biomechanical system components down to the human-body 
organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels. 

2.1.2. Identify, textually specify, and publish the current knowns and unknowns in how 
the human muscle motion planning, execution, and control exactly happens in 
human brain, nerves, and muscles. 

2.1.3. Identify, textually specify, and publish all the research subject areas and topics of 
this project in human-body muscular system biomechanics, such as biofluid 
mechanics, biotribology, computational biomechanics, experimental biomechanics, 
and continuum biomechanics. 

2.1.4. Develop, textually specify, and publish one or more ways to apply mathematical 
and computational multiscale mechanics approaches in the biomechanics research 
and development in this project. 

2.2. Develop, textually document and specify, and publish an integrated, unified, 
experimentally verifiable, quantified, mathematical and computational postbirth human 
bone, joint, muscle, ligament, tendon, and central and peripheral nervous systems 
biomechanical morphogeneses (i.e. mechanical force generation facility creation or 
development) and biomechanics (i.e. mechanical force generation facility) theory 



with involved human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and 
subatomic level structures and processes coverage, that specifies the causes of and 
explains and predicts the biomechanical functionality (i.e. physical force generation) in 
the human body (such as muscle movement and sore muscle), for applications in 
developing and commercializing humanoid robotics and embedded AI technologies, 
human immortality biotech, human genetic screening and engineering, neurotech, and 
biomedical biotech. 

2.2.1. Identify, quantify, textually specify, and publish all the human organs, tissues, 
cells, cell components, biomolecules, and bioelectrical signals involved in human 
muscular movements.  Identify, textually specify, and publish all the bones, 
muscles, tendons, ligaments, and nerves in the human body, their mechanical 
properties (such as dimensions, volume, strength and density), and all the mechanics 
and dynamics of the human-body motor system (displacement, force, torque, 
energy, etc.). 

2.2.2. Textually specify and publish a comprehensive set of quantifications of numbers, 
dimensions, and volumes of the human motor system components—down to the 
human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and 
subatomic levels.  (E.g. estimated number of cells in a muscle fiber, bundle, or 
group, and the energies produced and consumed by such cells during a period of 
human motor action.)  Textually specify and publish a comprehensive quantification 
of the energy supply by sub-cellular components (such as mitochondria and ATP) in 
human motor actions.  When developing the human-body biomechanical 
morphogeneses and biomechanics theory in this project, create as needed, and use, 
estimated numbers of all the applicable tissues and cells and cell components and 
biomolecules and atoms, and all the applicable tissue and cell and cell component 
and biomolecule generation rates, for all the applicable different human organ and 
tissue and cell and cell component and biomolecule types, over the entire human-
body lifetime and in all the different human-body growth and aging phases (i.e. 
prebirth, babyhood, childhood, adolescence, young adulthood, middle age, and old 
age).  Quantify, specify in numbers, and publish all the human-body components 
involved in generating mechanical force and motion in the human body; use the 
quantifications in this project's biomechanics theory.  Calculate, textually specify 
and publish the human-body muscular system biomechanic statistics such as human 
muscle cell statistics, the average number of mitochondria in a muscle cell, muscle 
cell energy consumption rates, bioelectrical motor action signal types and firing 
rates, and biochemical motor action signal types and quantities and production rates. 

2.2.3. Textually specify and publish a comprehensive set of classical physics mechanics 
and dynamics, and quantum mechanics, equations of the human motor system 
components and development. 

2.2.4. Develop, textually document, mathematically and computationally model, and 
publish human nervous system biomechanics.  Textually specify and publish the 
role and function of the human nervous system in generating muscular force and 
motion within the human body.  Textually specify and publish how the human brain 
controls the biomechanical movements of the human muscles—with the modeling 
precision down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, 



atomic, and subatomic levels.  Textually specify, classify, quantify, and publish all 
the neurochemicals and neuroelectric signals involved in human motor actions. 

2.2.5. Textually specify and publish the human biomechanical force generation 
conditions or prerequisites and physiology process—down to the organic, tissular, 
cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—in the human body 
such as will to move one's body part(s), mental focus, lack of distraction or no 
higher priority, prior motor action decision, and adequate energy supply. 

2.2.6. Use the following work process to develop the human-body biomechanical 
morphogeneses and biomechanics theory of this project; update the work process 
during the course of the project if and as needed.  First, create an outline of the 
theory to be created; secondly, create a summary of the known knowledge of how 
human muscles function including the human muscle subcomponent functions; 
thirdly, create all the new knowledge needed; fourthly, merge the existing 
knowledge with the newly created knowledge in this project for textually, 
mathematically, and computationally modeling the mechanics and dynamics of the 
human motor actions in one single integrated, unified, cohesive, and experimentally 
verifiable theory. 

2.3. Develop, textually document and specify, and publish an integrated, unified, 
experimentally verifiable, classified, quantified, mathematical and computational 
biomechanical embryogenesis theory with applicable human-body organic, tissular, 
cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic level structures and processes 
coverage, with all the involved human genes and biochemical and bioelectrical signals 
and cell components and cells and tissues (including mechanobiological embryonic 
histomorphogeneses), that specifies the causes of and explains and predicts how the 
fertilized human egg, the human zygote, develops biomechanical features and 
capabilities.  Textually, mathematically and computationally model the spatial, temporal, 
classified and quantitative (numerical) human muscular system development in human 
embryo such as bone, muscle, tendon, ligament, and nervous development in human 
embryo—using the currently existing human biology science and the new science 
developed in this project; publish the model developed in this project.  Use the existing 
knowledge, and create all the needed new knowledge; if there is any gap in knowledge, 
develop, textually specify, and publish a plan to remove all the knowledge gaps. 

2.4. Develop, textually document and specify, and publish an integrated, unified, 
experimentally verifiable, classified, quantified, mathematical and computational 
human vocal cord biomechanics theory—with applicable human-body organic, 
tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic level structures and 
processes coverage, with all the involved human genes and biochemical and bioelectrical 
signals and cell components and cells and tissues—that specifies the causes of and 
explains and predicts the vocal-cord biomechanical functionality (i.e. speech-creation 
physical force generation) in the human body, the biomechanics of how the human body 
mechanically generates speech sound via vocal cord, the mechanical motion generation 
capability of the human vocal cord, and the involved human nervous system mechanisms 
and activities for mechanically generating the human speech, for application in 
humanoid robotics, and human vocal cord damage repair biomedical biotech.  Use the 
existing knowledge, and create all the needed new knowledge; if there is any gap in 



knowledge, develop, textually specify, and publish a plan to remove all the knowledge 
gaps. 

2.5. Develop, textually specify, and publish an integrated, unified, comprehensive, and 
experimentally verifiable computational biomechanical morphogeneses and 
biomechanics theory.  Textually specify and publish what must be computationally 
modeled in biomechanics (such as human muscle bundle muscle response time and 
energy consumption computational modeling); textually specify and publish why 
computational modeling is required in biomechanics; textually specify and publish the 
benefits of computational biomechanics—such as computer-aided biomatter design and 
manufacturing in developing humanoid robotics and embedded AI technologies, human 
immortality biotech, and neuromuscular biomedicine biotech.  Perform biomechanics 
computational biotech features design, textual specification, publication; develop, 
textually specify, and publish one or more paradigms, strategies, and algorithms for 
computationally modeling the human-body biomechanical system component structures 
and processes; develop, textually specify, and publish the features, processes, and 
algorithms of a comprehensive computational biotech for computationally QMASPing 
(Quantifying, Modeling, Analyzing, Simulating, and Predicting) the physical or 
mechanical force generation in the human body—down to the human-body organic, 
tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—with multiscale 
mechanics that covers all the human biomechanical components involved, down to all 
the applicable individual human genes and other biomolecules; go far beyond pure 
mechanics in developing this project's computational mechanics theory, and include 
other physical entities, properties, and actions such as chemistry, heat and mass transfer, 
electric and magnetic stimuli. 

2.6. Develop, textually specify, and publish an integrated, unified, comprehensive, and 
experimentally verifiable mathematical and computational biomechanical vision-
motor coordination and motion planning and execution theory for application in 
humanoid robotics and embodied AI (Artificial Intelligence) and neuromuscular disease 
cure biomedical biotech. 

2.7. Perform biomechanics experiment planning with in-vivo and in-vitro biomechanics 
experiment (e.g. biomechanical cell and tissue and organ experiment) methods 
development, textual specification, and publication.  Identify, textually specify, and 
publish what must be measured and experimentally verified in human-body 
biomechanics down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, 
atomic, and subatomic levels; develop, textually specify, and publish a set of 
biomechanics experiment methods, as many as needed, that are needed in advancing 
human biomechanics knowledge and enabling ubiquitous humanoid robotics, human 
immortality biotechnologies, neurotech, and neuromuscular biomedicine 
biotechnologies.  Develop, textually specify, and publish a set of biomechanical 
experiments to perform on individual living cells and living tissues and living organs, 
both in vitro and in vivo, in different categories such as using cultured cells and tissues, 
and nonhuman animal organs. 

3. Comprehensive and all-inclusive in vivo mechanobiology fundamental science 
development, textual documentation, and publication—down to the human-body 
organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—for 
developing and commercializing humanoid robotics and embedded AI technologies, 



human immortality biotech, human genetic screening and engineering biotech, 
neurotech, outer-space tech, and biomedical biotech 
3.1. Develop, textually specify, and publish a comprehensive, all-inclusive, unified, 

generalized, and experimentally verifiable in vivo human-body mechanobiology 
mathematical and computational theory, with textually specified conceptual model(s), 
mathematical model(s), computational modeling method(s), experimental verification 
methods, and research paradigm(s) with mechanobiological human-body I/O 
(Input/Output) modeling and mapping, and mechanobiological human-body intermediate 
output receiving and processing within the human body—with emphasis on modeling 
the living human body as a mechanobiological input receptor or receiver and processor, 
and intermediate output generator and receiver or receptor and processor, with 
mechanobiological human-body I/O processing chains.  This must be comprehensive 
theoretical consideration, textual and mathematical model development and 
specification, computational modeling technology (software and/or hardware) design 
and specification, and publication for all the mechanobiological aspects, features, and 
capabilities of the living human body—a total consideration and theorization of the 
living human body responses to mechanical forces at the human-body organic, tissular, 
cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels, including but not limited 
to mechanical-force induced human cell membrane three-dimensional shape distortion 
and restoration (with the answers to 'how elastic is the human cell membrane?', 'how 
much mechanical pressure is required to rupture a human cell membrane?' and 'how 
much mechanical pressure is required to completely squish and destroy a human cell?'), 
load sensitive cells (such as fibroblasts and chondrocytes), nuclear mechanobiology, and 
mechanobiology of embryogenesis.  Use the existing mechanobiology research results 
and the new mechanobiology knowledge developed in this project to develop, textually 
specify, and publish an integrated, unified, generalized, and experimentally verifiable 
mechanobiology theory.  Consider and incorporate the mechanobiology of all the human 
body systems, all the different types of human cells and tissues and organs, both 
muscular and non-muscular, such as how a non-muscular tissue organ, such as a bone, 
and its cells and tissues, responds to gravity and mechanical pressure; develop and 
incorporate mathematical and computational mechanobiological multiscale mechanics 
into the integrated, unified, generalized, and experimentally verifiable mechanobiology 
theory developed in this project. 

3.1.1. Develop, textually specify, and publish as many paradigms and strategies as 
needed for theoretically (mathematically and computationally) and experimentally 
finding out all the biophysical mechanisms in cells and tissues that cause cellular 
and tissular responses or outputs to mechanical inputs such as pressure (the force 
applied to a unit area of surface), strain (deformation of a physical body under the 
action of applied forces), heat, light, coldness (i.e. absence of heat or low-kinetic 
energy air particles and/or low-intensity sunlight), and no-contact force (such as 
gravity, electric field, and electromagnetic field).  Textually specify and publish 
how and why cells, tissues, and organs respond to mechanical inputs, and why cells, 
tissues, and organs must respond to mechanical inputs (e.g. if there's too much 
pressure on a surface of the human body, the human brain must be notified so that 
the human brain can work on removing the pressure); textually specify and publish 
an enumeration of all the different types of mechanical inputs to the human body 



(e.g. gravity, pressure, and shear); textually specify and publish all the mappings of 
all the mechanical human-body inputs (e.g. gravity, pressure, and shear) to all the 
cellular, tissular, and organic mechanobiological outputs for all the different types 
of human cells and tissues, in all the different human-body mechanobiological 
situations such as when lifting or holding an object.  Develop, textually specify, and 
publish an integrated, unified, generalized, and experimentally verifiable method for 
theoretically (mathematically and computationally) and experimentally finding 
all the cell components that respond to mechanical forces. 

3.1.2. Categorize, textually specify, and publish known and theoratically 
(mathematically and computationally) predicted mechanobiological human genes, 
proteins, other biochemicals, and bioelectrical signals (such as human-skin tactile 
touch or pressure detection bioelectrical signal sent to the human brain for 
processing), with mechanobiological biochemical and bioelectrical signal 
processing times, by human-body signal function such as phenotype or gene 
expression, internal-organ tissue development, and human behavior influence. 

3.1.3. Develop, textually model, and publish an integrated, unified, generalized, and 
experimentally verifiable method for mathematically and computationally modeling 
human-body mechanical force receptors, human-body mechanical force receptor 
outputs, and human-body physical mechanical receptor output receivers and 
processings.  Textually specify and publish the mappings of the human-body 
mechanical force inputs of mechanical stress (namely tension, compression, shear, 
bending, and torsion), photonic pressure on skin, and electromagnetic field force on 
ions in human body, to the mechanobiological human-body cellular and 
extracellular matrix outputs and processings. 

3.1.4. Textually specify and publish how the integrated, unified, generalized, and 
experimentally verifiable mechanobiology theory developed in this project advances 
and completes the understanding and predictions of the influence of in vivo 
mechanical forces on cell and matrix biology in the histomorphogenesis, 
maintenance, regeneration, repair, and aging of tissues and organs.  E.g. modeling 
and predicting how and why damage happens in human cells and tissues, why 
repairs are required, and how and why and when repairs happen. 

3.2. Develop, textually document, and publish an integrated, unified, generalized, and 
experimentally verifiable human mechanotransduction and mechanobiological disease 
or pathology theory as a part of the complete mechanobiology theory developed in this 
project by Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project.  Develop, textually 
specify, and publish a set of mathematically, computationally, and experimentally 
verifiable links between the changes in human cell mechanics, extracellular matrix 
structure, or mechanotransduction to the developments of diseases such atherosclerosis, 
fibrosis, asthma, osteoporosis, heart failure, and cancer, and of medical disabilities, such 
as lower back pain, foot and postural injury, deformity, and irritable bowel syndrome.  
First, develop, textually specify, and publish one or more ways to advance the 
mechanotransduction science. 

3.3. Develop, textually document, and publish an integrated, unified, generalized, 
experimentally verifiable, classified, quantified, mathematical and computational 
gravitational human-body histomorphogeneses theory with all the applicable human-
body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic level 



structures and processes coverage—for mathematically theorizing, computationally 
modeling, and experimentally verifying the effects of gravity on human cells and tissues 
and organs, the active responses of human cells and tissues and organs to gravitational 
mechanical forces, the non-muscular tissue organ (such as bone) responses to presence 
and absence of gravity, and the gravity or gravitational-force mechanobiology in muscle 
and bone generation and loss.  Consider, theoretically demonstrate, textually specify, and 
publish one or more simplified in vitro gravitational human-body histomorphogeneses, 
localized one or more in vivo gravitational human-body histomorphogeneses, and whole 
human-body gravitational histomorphogeneses.  Apply the gravitational human-body 
histomorphogeneses theory developed in this project to mathematically and quantifiably 
predict the human-body bone and muscle loss and growth retardation in zero and low 
gravities. 

3.4. Develop, textually document, and publish an integrated, unified, generalized, 
experimentally verifiable, classified, quantified, mathematical and computational 
mechanobiological human embryogenesis theory or mechanobiology of human 
embryogenesis with all the applicable human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic level structures and processes coverage, with gravity, 
physical pressure and mechanical stress (tension, compression, shear, bending, and 
torsion) as the mechanobiological embryonic human-body inputs (such as the forces on 
embryo and fetus exerted by mother's womb and movements) and mechanobiological 
embryonic histomorphogeneses as the potential output.  Using the currently existing 
human biology science and the new science developed in this project, textually, 
mathematically and computationally model and publish all the spatial, temporal, 
classified, and quantitative (numerical) mechanobiological human cells and tissues and 
organs development in human embryo such as mechanobiological bone, muscle, tendon, 
ligament, and nervous systems development in human embryo.  Comprehensively 
theorize and publish mechanobiological human cardiac morphogenesis, all the other 
types of mechanobiological human organogeneses, and mechanobiological human 
neurogenesis, down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels. 

3.5. Develop, textually document, and publish an integrated, unified, generalized, 
experimentally verifiable, classified, quantified, mathematical and computational 
human cell, tissue, and organ shaping, wear, tear, and aging mechanobiology theory 
with all the applicable human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, 
atomic, and subatomic level structures and processes coverage, with gravity, physical 
pressure and mechanical stress (tension, compression, shear, bending, and torsion), and 
sunlight photonic pressure on human skin as the human-body inputs, that specifies the 
causes of and explains and predicts the instant, short-term, and long-term human-body 
cellular, tissular, and organic shaping, wear, tear, and aging due to gravity and 
mechanical stress, that results in comprehensive mathematical and computational 
modeling and prediction of mechanobiological aging in human body due to wear and 
tear of human body parts.  Develop, textually specify, and publish one or more ways to 
mathematically theorize, computationally model, and experimentally verify human cell 
and tissue and organ maintenance, regeneration, repair, and aging for eventual 
application in biomedical and anti-aging human genetic engineering and human 
immortality biotech development.  Theoretically explore how the human muscle cells 



and tissues evolve and repair when consistent mechanical forces are applied to them—
for application in biotechnological human muscle design, modification, and 
manufacturing.  Theoretically consider muscular and non-muscular tissue organ (such as 
bone) responses to physical stress.  Theoretically explore human cell, tissue, and organ 
(such as skin and muscle) aging acceleration due to the physical stress of accelerated 
human-body wear and tear and frequent prolonged exposure to harsh sunlight on human 
body surfaces or skins (such as in hard-laboring farmers aging faster than those who 
don't do hard labor outside); theoretically consider early human cell and tissue death, 
inadequate human cell and tissue regeneration, and reaching the Hayflick limit of cell 
replication faster in the human body; devise and publish one or more ways to 
experimentally verify the theoretical modeling and prediction of mechnobiological 
human-body wear, tear, and aging developed in this project. 

3.6. Develop, textually document, and publish an integrated, unified, generalized, 
experimentally verifiable, classified, quantified, mathematical and computational 
postbirth human bone, joint, muscle, ligament, tendon, and nervous systems 
mechanobiological morphogeneses (i.e. mechanical force response facility creation 
or development and mechanical-force responsive human-body development) and 
mechanobiology (i.e. mechanical force response facility) theory—with all the 
applicable human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and 
subatomic level structures and processes coverage, with gravity, physical pressure and 
mechanical stress (tension, compression, shear, bending, and torsion) as the human-body 
inputs—that specifies the causes of and explains and predicts the instant, short-term, and 
long-term human bone, joint, muscle, ligament, tendon, and nervous systems subcellular, 
cellular, tissular, and organic responses to gravity, physical pressure and mechanical 
stress—such as human bone gain and loss, human muscle gain and loss, and physical 
pressure and mechanical force caused back pain and other human nervous system 
medical issues—over the entire human-body lifetime and in all the different human-body 
growth and aging phases (i.e. prebirth, babyhood, childhood, adolescence, young 
adulthood, middle age, and old age), for applications in developing and commercializing 
humanoid robotics and embedded AI technologies, human immortality biotech, human 
genetic screening and engineering biotech, neurotech, and biomedical biotech.  Textually 
specify and publish the role of the human nervous system in processing mechanical force 
exerted on the human body. 

3.7. Develop, textually document and specify, and publish an integrated, unified, generalized, 
experimentally verifiable, classified, quantified, mathematical and computational 
human ear drum mechanobiology theory—with all the applicable human-body 
organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic level structures 
and processes coverage, with all the involved human genes and biochemical and 
bioelectrical signals and cells and tissues—that specifies the causes of and explains and 
predicts the human ear-drum mechanobiological functionality (i.e. physical or 
mechanical force response) in the human body, the mechanical sound detection 
capability of the human ear drum, the mechanobiology of how the human body 
mechanically detects sound via ear drum, and the involved human nervous system 
mechanisms and activities for mechanically detecting sounds—for application in 
humanoid robotics, human immortality biotech, and human ear drum damage and wear 
and tear repair and anti-aging and age-reversing biomedical biotech.  Use existing 



scientific knowledge and create new scientific knowledge to develop the human ear 
drum mechanobiology theory in this project; if there is any gap in knowledge that cannot 
be filled or removed in this project, develop, textually specify, and publish a plan to 
remove all the knowledge gap in one or more subsequent projects by Allen Young, the 
principal investigator of this project, and his corporation Robocentric. 

3.8. Develop, textually document and specify, and publish an integrated, unified, generalized, 
experimentally verifiable, classified, quantified, mathematical and computational 
human skin mechanobiology theory—with all the applicable human-body organic, 
tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic level structures and 
processes coverage, with all the involved human genes and biochemical and bioelectrical 
signals and cells and tissues—that specifies the causes of and explains and predicts the 
human skin mechanobiological functionality (i.e. physical or mechanical force response) 
in the human body, the mechanical touch or pressure detection capability of the human 
skin, the mechanobiology of how the human body mechanically detects physical touch, 
mechanical pressure, or force via the human skin, and the involved human nervous 
system mechanisms and activities for mechanobiologically detecting mechanical touch 
or pressure on human skin—for application in humanoid robotics, human immortality 
biotech, and human skin damage and wear and tear repair and anti-aging and age-
reversing biomedical biotech.  Use existing scientific knowledge and create new 
scientific knowledge to develop the human skin mechanobiology theory in this project; 
if there is any gap in knowledge that cannot be filled or removed in this project, develop, 
textually specify, and publish a plan to remove all the knowledge gap in one or more 
subsequent projects by Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, and his 
corporation Robocentric. 

3.9. Using the integrated and generalized mechanobiology theory developed in this project, 
textually specify, mathematically and computationally model, and publish the 
mechanobiology of artificial human cranial deformation and the Chinese foot binding.  
Develop, textually specify, and publish an integrated plan to computationally QMASP 
(Quantify, Model, Analyze, Simulate, and Predict) the bound-head and bound-foot 
postnatal, childhood, adolescent human-body part growths, with the effects of constant 
mechanical stress or pressure on pre-adulthood human body by the bindings on head and 
foot, and with the effects of the human-body growth hormone (somatotropin) on the 
bound human-body part histomorphogeneses in the presence of the head and food binds.  
Quantify the applicable bound human body part growths (i.e. human skull-bone, brain, 
and foot growths) in mass, dimensions, volume, numbers of tissues, cells, and 
biochemicals or biomolecules; publish the quantified numbers.  Textually specify, 
mathematically and computationally model, and publish the mechanobiology of 
simultaneous artificial human cranial deformation and the Chinese foot binding. 

3.10. Develop, textually specify, and publish an integrated, unified, and comprehensive 
computational mechanobiological morphogeneses and mechanobiology theory.  
Textually specify and publish what must be computationally modeled in 
mechanobiology (such as the mechanotransduction capabilities of different types of 
human cells); textually specify and publish why computational modeling is required in 
mechanobiology; textually specify and publish the benefits of computational 
mechanobiology—such as computer-aided natural and artificial biomatter design and 
manufacturing in developing humanoid robotics and embedded AI technologies, human 



immortality biotech, and neuromuscular biomedicine biotech.  Perform mechanobiology 
computational biotech features design, textual specification, publication; develop, 
textually specify, and publish one or more paradigms, strategies, and algorithms for 
computationally modeling the human-body mechanobiological system component 
structures and processes—down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, 
subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—with multiscale mechanics; 
develop, textually specify, and publish the features, processes, and algorithms of a 
comprehensive computational biotech for computationally QMASPing (Quantifying, 
Modeling, Analyzing, Simulating, and Predicting) the mechanical-force induced human 
cell-component, cell, tissue, organ, and whole-body development in three-dimensional 
space and one-dimensional time, and the physical or mechanical force responses in the 
human body—down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—with multiscale mechanics that covers all the 
human mechanobiological components involved, down to all the applicable individual 
human genes and other biomolecules; go far beyond pure mechanics in developing this 
project's computational mechanics theory, and include other physical entities, properties, 
and actions such as chemistry, heat and mass transfer, electric and magnetic stimuli. 

3.11. Perform mechanobiology experiment planning with in-vivo and in-vitro 
mechanobiology experiment (e.g. mechnobiological cell and tissue and organ 
experiment) methods development, textual specification, and publication.  Identify, 
textually specify, and publish what must be measured and experimentally verified in 
human-body mechanobiology down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, 
subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels; develop, textually specify, and 
publish a set of mechanobiology experiment methods, as many as needed, that are 
needed in advancing mechanobiology knowledge and enabling ubiquitous humanoid 
robotics, human immortality biotechnologies, neurotech, and neuromuscular 
biomedicine biotechnologies.  Develop, textually specify, and publish a set of 
mechanobiological experiments to perform on individual living cells and living tissues 
and living organs, both in vitro and in vivo, in different categories such as using cultured 
cells and tissues, and nonhuman animal organs.  One mechanobiology experiment 
method is placing under constant mechanical pressure or stretch or force (push or pull) a 
piece of natural or cultured living tissue with a life-support system (that supplies natural 
or synthetic oxygenated blood) that keeps the tissue alive, and using one or more 
biosensors, measuring what the cells in the tissue produce when under mechanical 
pressure or stretch, and comparing the result with what the cells in a piece of tissue 
without pressure or stretch or gravity acting on the tissue produce. 

4. Comprehensive and all-inclusive in vivo biomechanics and mechanobiology 
fundamental science integration development, textual documentation, and 
publication—down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—for developing and commercializing 
humanoid robotics and embedded AI technologies, human immortality biotech, human 
genetic screening and engineering biotech, neurotech, outer-space tech, and biomedical 
biotech 
4.1. Develop, textually document and specify, and publish an integrated, unified, 

experimentally verifiable, classified, quantified, mathematical and computational human 
central and peripheral nervous systems biomechanics and mechanobiology theory that 



covers topics such as neuronal bioelectric forces and gravity and pressure acting on 
neurons—for applications in developing human immortality biotech, nervous-system 
medical human genetic engineering biotech (for curing or alleviating genetically caused 
or influenced nervous-system motor diseases such as Parkinson's disease), and 
neurotech.  Develop, textually document and specify, and publish an integrated, unified, 
experimentally verifiable, classified, quantified, mathematical and computational neuro-
biomechanics and neuro-mechanobiology theory, that specifies and explains and predicts 
the human-brain biochemicals, bioelectricity, cells, tissues, and functions that generate, 
response to, and process physical forces in and on human body, and how the living 
human brain—at organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and 
subatomic levels—enables the human body to be a physically dynamic and responsive 
system—for applying neuro-biomechanics and neuro-mechanobiology to curing human-
body neuromuscular and other biomechanical and mechanobiological damages and 
diseases and disabilities such as Parkinson's disease and joint and bone medical 
problems and repairing human-body neuromuscular and other biomechanical and 
mechanobiological damages.  Textually specify and publish how the living human 
brain—at organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic 
levels—performs vision-motor coordination, motion planning and execution, 
motion feedback analysis, motion error detection and correction, and motion 
improvement; identify, textually specify, and publish all the neurochemicals and 
neuroelectricity involved in human vision-motor coordination and motor control, and 
their functional mechanisms, in all the applicable different three-dimensional regions of 
the living human brain; identify, textually specify, and publish the one or more human 
genes that enable the physical force generation in the human body, and how they 
ultimately manifest the physical force generation in the human body—by category 
such as vision-motor coordination human genes, and muscle-control human genes; 
identify, textually specify, and publish the one or more human genes that enable the 
physical force responses in the human body, and how they ultimately manifest the 
physical force responses in the human body. 

4.2. Develop, textually specify, and publish one or more ways to mathematically theorize, 
computationally model, and experimentally verify biomechanical and mechnobiological 
(biochemical and bioelectrical) cell signaling mechanisms that affect biomatter structure 
and physique formation and physiology. 

4.3. Textually model and publish the biomechanical and mechanobiological (i.e. physical 
force generation and response) human cell growth and division (i.e. human cell 
lifecycle) and tissue development. 

4.4. Develop, textually specify, and publish one or more ways to mathematically theorize, 
computationally model, and experimentally verify biomechanical and 
mechanobiological bone and muscle shaping processes. 

4.5. Develop, textually specify, and publish an integrated, unified, generalized, and 
experimentally verifiable biomechanics and mechanobiology theory for mathematically 
theorizing, computationally modeling, and experimentally verifying the intricate 
relationships between bones, muscles, and gravity and other forces—for answering 
questions such as whether and how biomechanical subcellular components such as 
human muscle cell mitochondria and Golgi apparatus are affected by the constant effects 
of gravity. 



4.6. Develop, textually specify, and publish an integrated, unified, generalized, and 
experimentally verifiable human non-muscular system (such as human skin and internal 
organs) biomechanics and mechanobiology theory. 

4.7. Develop, textually specify, and publish a set of paradigms, features, processes, and 
algorithms for integrated, comprehensive, and generalized human-body biomechanics 
and mechanobiology computational quantification, modeling, analysis, simulation, and 
prediction (QMASP) software and/or hardware technology with human-body organic, 
tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic QMASP precision and 
details. 

4.7.1. Develop, textually specify, and publish the features, processes, and algorithms of 
a computational biotech for computationally QMASPing (Quantifying, Modeling, 
Analyzing, Simulating, and Predicting) the biomechanical and mechanobiological 
(i.e. physical force generation and response) human cell growth and division (i.e. 
human cell lifecycle) and tissue development—down to the human-body organic, 
tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels. 

4.7.2. Develop, textually specify, and publish one or more ways to mathematically 
theorize, computationally model, and experimentally verify a fertilized human ovum 
(zygote)'s biomechanical and mechanobiological histomorphogeneses and 
organogeneses into fetus. 

4.7.3. Develop, textually specify, and publish an integrated computational method for 
computationally statistically quantifying, modeling, analyzing, simulating, and 
predicting (QMASPing) the entire biomechanical and mechanobiological cell, 
tissue, and organ developments of the prenatal human body over the entire 
pregnancy—down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—for applications in developing and 
commercializing humanoid robotics and embedded AI technologies, human 
immortality biotech, neurotech, outer-space tech, and biomedical biotech for 
detecting and curing embryonic disease developments and pregnancy medical 
problems. 

4.8. Develop, textually specify, and publish one or more ways to mathematically theorize, 
computationally model, and experimentally verify the roles that mechanical forces in 
and on the human body play in human-body shape or physique formation and bone and 
muscle density especially in outer space, with non-1g gravities or no gravity. 

5. Comprehensive and all-inclusive transhumanistic biomechanical and 
mechanobiological engineering sciences (i.e. applying scientific knowledge to practical 
problems, the parts of science concerned with the physical and mathematical basis of 
engineering and machine technology) development, textual specification, and 
publication—down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—for developing and commercializing 
humanoid robotics and embedded AI technologies, human immortality biotech, human 
genetic screening and engineering biotech, neurotech, outer-space tech, and biomedical 
biotech.  Develop, textually specify, and publish the transhumanistic biomechanical and 
mechanobiological engineering science features and capabilities summary specifications, 
application examples specifications, and theories (i.e. experimentally verified and verifiable 
paradigms and process specs that provide the engineering science its features and 
capabilities) that are required for developing and commercializing humanoid robotics and 



embedded AI technologies, human immortality biotech, human genetic screening and 
engineering biotech, neurotech, outer-space tech, and biomechanical and mechanobiological 
biomedical biotech. 
5.1. Humanoid and nonhuman-animal robotics biomechanics and mechanobiology 

engineering science development, textual documentation, and publication.  Develop, 
textually specify, and publish the application of the human-body muscular-system 
biomechanics and sensory-faculty mechanobiology sciences (i.e. a set of written and 
published experimentally verified and verifiable paradigms and process specs that depict 
and predict and can replicate a set of one or more real-world phenomena) developed in 
this project to muscular and sensory robot hardware design and manufacturing, such as 
the application of biotribology to robot joint materials engineering science development. 

5.1.1. A living human body has bones, joints, muscles, ligaments, tendons, central and 
peripheral nervous systems, and energy storage and use systems—for enabling the 
human-body mechanical force and motion generation capabilities, that should be 
replicated in robots, especially humanlike or humanoid robots.  Develop, textually 
specify, and publish an integrated, unified, and generalized applied biomechanics 
engineering science theory for replicating the human biomechanical capabilities in 
robots.  Develop, textually document, and publish the application of the human 
nervous system biomechanics science developed in this project to developing 
humanoid robotics technologies; textually specify and publish how the role of the 
human nervous system in generating mechanical force within the human body 
applies to developing robotics technologies. 

5.1.2. A living human body has five sensory faculties or senses—vision, audition, 
tactility, olfaction, gustation—that should be replicated in robots, especially 
humanlike or humanoid robots.  Develop, textually specify, and publish an 
integrated, unified, and generalized applied mechanobiology engineering science 
theory for replicating the human audition or aural capability (of perceiving sound 
via the human ear drum) and the human tactility or tactile capability (of perceiving 
pressure and heat and pain via the human skin) in robots. 

5.1.2.1.Develop, textually document, and publish the application of the human 
muscular-system mechanobiology science developed in this project to 
developing humanoid robotics technologies; textually specify and publish how 
mechanobiology can be applied to enabling gravity, physical pressure, and 
mechanical stress (tension, compression, shear, bending, and torsion) sensing 
in artificial robot muscles using artificial muscle cells; consider, textually 
specify and publish applying mechanobiology to going beyond fixed and 
immutable artificial robot muscles to implementing self-rearranging and self-
adjusting artificial muscles and artificial muscle tissues and cells, to building 
mechanical force responsive artificial or synthetic muscle tissues, such as in 
muscle growing in weightlifting, for creating mechanical force responsive 
evolving artificial or synthetic robot muscles. 

5.1.2.2.Develop, textually document, and publish the application of the human 
nervous system mechanobiology science developed in this project to 
developing humanoid robotics technologies; textually specify and publish how 
the role of the human nervous system in processing mechanical force on the 
human body applies to developing robotics technologies. 



5.2. Embedded AI (artificial intelligence) biomechanics and mechanobiology 
engineering science development, textual documentation, and publication.  Develop, 
textually specify, and publish the application of the human-body biomechanics and 
mechanobiology sciences developed in this project to developing embedded AI, such as 
in controlling robot mechanical force and motion generation and response. 

5.2.1. Apply the human-body biomechanics and mechanobiology sciences developed in 
this project to identify, textually specify, and publish—down to the analogous 
human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and 
subatomic component levels—what an artificial intelligence system embedded in a 
hardware device with one or more sensors for detecting its surroundings and one or 
more motion capabilities for mechanical motion generation (i.e. embedded AI) must 
be capable of (such as robot body mechanical force and motion calculation and 
execution by embedded AI) to process its sensory inputs and generate its 
mechanical forces and motions in intelligent and useful ways for benefiting humans. 

5.3. Human immortality biotech biomechanics and mechanobiology engineering science 
development, textual documentation, and publication.  Develop, textually specify, 
and publish the application of the human-body biomechanics and mechanobiology 
sciences developed in this project to developing the human immortality biotech, for 
designing, biomanufacturing, and replacing the mechanically dynamic and responsive 
human body parts. 

5.3.1. Identify, textually specify, and publish the application of the human-body 
biomechanics and mechanobiology sciences developed in this project to realizing 
human body part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement biotech, to 
synthetic or biomanufactured human cell-component and cell and tissue and organ 
and organ-system and whole-body design, manufacturing, and testing, that enables 
humans to have brand-new biomanufactured human body parts and whole human 
bodies at will.  Textually specify and publish the biomechanical and 
mechnobiological features and capabilities that the biomanufactured human body 
parts and whole human bodies must have, in order to be biophysically identical to 
the natural-born human bodies.  Identify, textually specify, and publish all the 
biomechanical and mechanobiological issues involved in human body part and 
whole human body biomanufacturing and replacement biotech for enabling 
biotechnological human immortality; especially consider, textually specify, and 
publish the biomechanical and mechanobiological issues involved in human-body 
cell and tissue manufacturing for enabling biotechnological human immortality; 
identify, textually specify, and publish the application of the human-body muscular 
system biomechanics scientific knowledge and methods developed in this project to 
muscular human biomatter designing and manufacturing and verification; identify, 
textually specify, and publish biomechanics and mechanobiology applications to 
human bone, joint, muscle, ligament, tendon, central and peripheral nervous 
systems, skin, ear drum, and vocal cord design, biomanufacturing, and replacement 
biotechnologies for enabling human immortality and for biomedical applications.  
Develop, textually specify, and document a method for computationally modeling or 
calculating the human body part(s) or the whole human body to biomanufacture 
with a whole human genome sequence, a biomanufactured human-body age and 
other parameters such as diet and a scanned human brain content (if 



biomanufacturing a human brain) as the computational modeling input—with the 
computational modeling down to human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—with all the cells and tissues to 
biomanufacture and their locations in 3D as the computational modeling output that 
are computed using cell growth, division, death, and mechanobiological cell and 
tissue and organ wear, tear, and aging. 

5.3.2. Develop, textually specify, and publish the application of the human-body 
biomechanics and mechanobiology sciences developed in this project to developing 
and realizing anti-aging and longevity human-body biotech, and human body 
rejuvenation biotech.  Consider, textually document, and publish one or more 
mechanobiological anti-aging and longevity human-body biotech paradigms and 
development strategies that incorporate and address the mechanobiological human-
body cell and tissue wear, tear, and damage reversal and prevention. 

5.4. Outer-space tech biomechanics and mechanobiology engineering science 
development, textual documentation, and publication.  Biomechanics and 
mechanobiology application in the interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic 
mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech.  Develop, textually specify, and 
publish the application of the human-body biomechanics and mechanobiology sciences 
developed in this project to developing outer-space biotech, such as zero-gravity and 
less-than-1g-gravity human bone and muscle loss prevention and recovery biotech. 

5.4.1. Scientifically inquire outer-space mechanobiology:  Perform, textually document, 
and publish a scientific outer-space mechanobiology inquisition.  Scientifically 
consider mechanobiology within the context of mass-scale outer space humanity 
expansion with mass-scale outer space living human body transport and living; 
textually document and publish the consideration.  Textually answer why the human 
body loses bone and muscle in outer space in the absence of gravity; publish the 
answer.  Textually answer the effects of gravity in mechanotransduction (the 
molecular mechanisms by which cells sense and respond to mechanical signals); 
publish the answer. 

5.4.2. Identify, quantify, textually specify, and publish what low-or-no-gravity bone and 
muscle losses exactly are at the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels; explore all the potential possibilities such 
as muscle and bone cells self-termination due to low or no gravity; devise, textually 
specify, and publish experimental ways to detect human-body bone and muscle loss 
in long-term low-gravity and zero-gravity living, such as gravity-affected natural 
and synthesized human-body tissue sampling and imaging and automated visual 
living cell counting and cell density calculation. 

5.4.3. Identify, quantify, textually specify and publish what human bone and muscle 
growths exactly are—at the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—and the effects of low and zero gravities 
on human bone and muscle growths. 

5.4.4. Develop, textually specify, and publish a method for computationally modeling or 
calculating the low-gravity and zero-gravity human body bone and muscle loss at 
the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and 
subatomic levels. 



5.4.5. Develop, textually specify, and publish the application of the outer-space 
mechanobiology theory developed in this project to outer-space bone and muscle 
loss prevention and reversal, such as outer-space osteoporosis prevention and 
reversal.  Develop, textually specify, and publish the application of the outer-space 
mechanobiology theory developed in this project to creating synthetic human-cell 
signaling biomatter (bone and muscle cell and tissue loss prohibiter biochemicals or 
biomolecules) that forces bones and muscles to disable their gravity-adjustment 
mechanism and keep their mass in lower-gravity and zero-gravity environments 
such as on Mars and in nonmoving or stationary or nonaccelerating interplanetary 
spaceships in outer space. 

5.4.6. Develop, textually specify, and publish a method for computationally modeling or 
calculating—down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—the biomechanical and 
mechanobiological human body responses in an accelerating artificial nuclear-
fusion reactor propelled constant-1g-acceleration spaceship with pushup force only, 
no pulldown force (i.e. half, not full, pseudo-gravity). 

5.5. Neurotech biomechanics and mechanobiology engineering science development, 
textual documentation, and publication.  Develop, textually specify, and publish the 
application of the human-body biomechanics and mechanobiology sciences developed in 
this project to developing neurotech, such as human neuromuscular action monitoring 
and recording, and capabilities augmentation neurotechnology. 

5.5.1. Consider, textually document, and publish the biomechanical and 
mechanobiological issues—at the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, 
subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—in implanting one or more 
neurotechnological chips in the human brain, for monitoring and recording and 
transmitting sensory information processing and mechanical action planning and 
execution in the human brain, for human body movement automation by one or 
more neurotechnological chips implanted in the human brain that control the host's 
muscles by sending nerve signals, for human muscular movement improvement via 
using one or more human brain implants, and for curing human neuromuscular 
damages, diseases, and disabilities. 

5.6. Bionic biotech biomechanics and mechanobiology engineering science development, 
textual documentation, and publication.  Develop, textually specify, and publish the 
application of the human-body biomechanics and mechanobiology sciences developed in 
this project to developing bionic biotech, such as 'artificial nuclear-fusion reactor 
powered Earth and outer-space human body muscular capabilities augmentation suit 
with laser guns and propulsion and in-suit air-recycling capabilities (i.e. the Iron Man 
suit)' bionic biotech. 

5.7. Biomedical biotech biomechanics and mechanobiology engineering science 
development, textual documentation, and publication.  Develop, textually specify, 
and publish the application of the human-body biomechanics and mechanobiology 
sciences developed in this project to developing biomedical biotech for diagnosing and 
curing human-body neuromuscular and other biomechanical and mechanobiological 
diseases and disabilities such as muscle atrophy or wasting (myopenia and sarcopenia), 
bone loss (osteoporosis), Parkinson's disease, and joint and bone medical problems, 
using techniques such as human-tissue biomanufacturing and replacement, 



neuromuscular medical human genetic screening and engineering, and 
neurotechnological human brain implants. 

5.8. Project results productization and commercialization strategy development, textual 
documentation, and publication.  Develop, textually specify, and publish one or more 
strategies for productizing and commercializing the scientific and technological results 
of this project, for starting—during and/or immediately after completing this project—
rapid commercialization of the technologies addressed by this project.  (Do this in this 
project, to do more, not less.) 

 
 
This project integrates biomechanics and mechanobiology fundamental and engineering sciences 
development and use with the embodied AI and robotics technologies, human immortality and 
other human body capabilities enhancement biotechnologies, and mass-scale outer space 
humanity expansion tech development and commercialization, at the most foundational scientific 
and technological paradigmatic level. 
 
The transformative nature of this project is considering, restricting, normalizing, and pursing 
biomechanics and mechanobiology sciences and technologies development within the context of 
enabling the ubiquitous embodied AI and robotics technologies, the human immortality 
biotechnologies (via human body part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement 
biotech and anti-aging human body biotech), other human body capabilities augmentation 
biotechnologies (via human genetic screening and engineering, human cell engineering, and 
neurotechnology), and the mass-scale outer space humanity expansion technologies. 
 
The significance of this project is the development, integration, unification, textual 
documentation, and publication of comprehensive or all-inclusive biomechanics and 
mechanobiology fundamental and engineering sciences that serve as essential components in 
enabling the development and commercialization of the ubiquitous and pervasive embodied AI 
and robotics technologies, the human immortality biotechnologies (namely the anti-aging, age-
reversing, and ageless human cell biotechnologies, and human body part and whole human body 
manufacturing and replacement biotechnologies), other human body capabilities enhancement 
biotechnologies (namely the medical and cosmetic and behavioral human genetic engineering 
biotechnologies, synthetic human cell and tissue biotechnologies, and neurotechnology), and 
outer space human bone and muscle biotechnologies. 
 
The ultimate significance of this project is enabling ubiquitous and pervasive embodied AI and 
robotics, the human immortality biotechnologies, other human body capabilities augmentation 
biotechnologies, and mass-scale outer space humanity expansion biotechnologies. 

Relationship to Other Works 
This project creates an overt, pronounced, and conspicuous paradigm shift in biomechanics and 
mechanobiology fundamental and engineering sciences development, toward applying all the 
existing knowledge and new knowledge to be created in biomechanics and mechanobiology to 
enabling the ubiquitous and pervasive humanoid robotics and embedded AI (artificial 
intelligence) technologies and the human immortality biotechnologies (the human body part and 
whole human body biomanufacturing and replacement biotech, the human-body resurrection or 
recreation biotech, the human body aging retardation or stoppage biotech, and the human body 



age reversal biotech) that Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, has envisioned, 
textually documented, and published.  This project extends the existing knowledge in 
biomechanics and mechanobiology toward enabling the transhumanistic technologies that Allen 
Young has envisioned, documented, published, and publicly promotes and pursues. 
 
This project expands and extends the present state of knowledge in the biomechanics and 
mechanobiology field, by creating, textually specifying, and publishing an integrated, unified, 
generalized, and experimentally verifiable biomechanics and mechanobiology fundamental and 
engineering sciences that apply to in vivo biomechanics and mechanobiology, humanoid 
robotics, embodied AI (artificial intelligence), human immortality biotech, and outer-space 
human transport and living technologies. 
 
This project differentiates itself from other biomechanics and mechanobiology research works, 
by uniquely integrating biomechanics and mechanobiology science and technology development 
with advancing embodied AI, robotics, human immortality biotech, neurotech, and mass-scale 
outer space humanity expansion biotech development. 
 
 
All the work Allen Young does, including this project, is for achieving his publicly stated goal of 
transhumanizing the human species according to his plan specified in his book, The Future:  
How artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech will 
alter the human reality—The Robocentric master plan for building the transhumanistic future of 
humankind. 
 
Transhumanism is removing the human intelligence limit, removing the human manual labor 
limit, removing the human lifespan limit, and removing the human limit in being confined to 
Earth.  Transhumanism is advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, biotech, nanotech, 
neurotech, and outer-space tech—for enabling humans to have access to limitless human or 
humanlike intelligence, limitless human or humanlike manual labor, limitless human lifespan, 
and limitless human presence in the Universe. 
 
This project, along with Allen Young's other AI and robotics projects, contributes to achieving 
Allen Young's publicly stated goal of making robots ubiquitous and pervasive in America, and 
doubling the American annual GDP to US$50 trillion, US$25 trillion more than the pre-
robotization level, by adding 200 million or more robot workers to the American national 
economy, that are managed by human workers. 
 
This project, along with Allen Young's other biotech projects, contributes to achieving Allen 
Young's publicly stated goal of developing and commercializing human body part and whole 
human body manufacturing and replacement biotechnologies, medical and cosmetic and 
behavioral human genetic engineering biotechnologies, and neurotechnologies for eradicating all 
the incurable diseases and disabilities in the human body, for enabling individual human beings 
to extent their lifespans and retain their health and youth indefinitely as long as they want, and 
for genetically and neurotechnologically improving and augmenting human body capabilities. 
 



In particular, this project provides comprehensive or all-inclusive biomechanics and 
mechanobiology fundamental and engineering sciences that are needed in developing and 
commercializing the transhumanistic technologies that Allen Young has envisioned, 
documented, and published, and will continue to publicly promote and pursue until their full 
completion and commercialization. 

General Plan of Work 
The ultimate objective of this project is producing and publishing one or more books that contain 
all the project results with all the answers, relevant information, paradigms, models, process 
specifications, and further research and development (R&D) plans, that achieve all the project 
objectives.  As such, the entire project focus is on producing and publishing the final work-
product book(s); all the work in this project is centered on achieving this ultimate project 
objective. 
 
Allen Young, the principal investigator (PI) of this project, will perform this project according to 
the following process. 
 
1. Create in writing the outline(s) of the book(s), while considering all the factors, concerns, 

and questions to be answered in this project.  Do whatever needed background research 
online while writing out the book outline(s), taking notes of all the necessary third-party 
information and its sources, and of all Allen Young, the principal investigator's own ideas. 

2. Develop all the necessary concepts and models, design and perform all the required thought 
experiments, and answer all the questions, all in writing, as the book contents that achieve all 
the project objectives and provide the expected significance.  Also, regularly produce and 
publish online audiovisuals, using the completed or in-progress book contents, to inform and 
share with the public the project progress. 

3. Review and complete all the book contents. 
4. Publish the book(s). 

Success Criterion and Benefits 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, does not know exactly what results will 
have been produced at the conclusion of this project, since this is a research project that will 
produce never-before-existed knowledge; but he is confident that he will manage to achieve all 
the project objectives. 
 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, will determine this project to be a success 
when all the textually specified objectives earlier are accomplished to Allen Young's satisfaction. 
 
When this project gets successfully completed, it will yield the benefit of having textually 
specified biomechanics and mechanobiology fundamental and engineering sciences published in 
one or more books, that will be used in understanding how the living human body functions as a 
mechanically dynamic and responsive biological system at the human-body organic, tissular, 
cellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels, and making embodied AI (artificial 
intelligence) and robots with humanlike mechanical force generation and response capabilities 
ubiquitous and pervasive in America and elsewhere in the First World for increasing the 
American national annual GDP to US$50 trillion and beyond, and enabling the human 



immortality biotech, other human-body capabilities augmentation and enhancement 
biotechnologies, and mass-scale outer space humanity expansion technologies. 

Broader Impacts 
This project broadly impacts advancing and realizing embedded AI, robotics, human immortality 
biotech, human body capability augmentation biotech, and interplanetary and interstellar and 
intergalactice mass-scale outer space humanity expansion biotech. 

Removal of Human Biological Limitations 
The ultimate application of this project's results is biotechnologically removing the human 
biological limitations of being unable to cure many damages and disorders and diseases and 
disabilities in the human body, having a limited lifespan, and being unable to modify one's own 
genes. 
 
This project leads to enabling the human multitudes in America and elsewhere in the First World 
to have health, youth, beauty, and desirable human genes on demand through biotechnological 
advances in human immortality biotech and human genetic screening and engineering biotech—
which in turn will create far greater individual human life experiences, national economies, and 
growth and expansion of humanity. 
 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, pursues developing and commercializing 
interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale outer space humanity expansion 
technologies, as specified in his book, The Future; in tandem with Allen Young's endeavor in 
advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, mass-scale outer space tech, this project's essential 
contributions to enabling human immortality biotech and human genetic engineering biotech will 
bring the Transhumanistic Revolution that will enable the Homo Sapiens species to massively 
expand into outer space at astronomical scales as immortal, intelligent, and trans-evolutionary 
biological beings. 
 
This project leads to biotechnologically enabling humans to be immortal, and bypassing the 
natural human genetic selection and creating biotechnologically modified or created 
synthetic human beings with bioengineered and biomanufactured human genes, molecules, cell 
components, cells, tissues, organs, organ systems, and whole bodies. 
 
This project leads to developing and commercializing human body part and whole human body 
manufacturing and replacement biotechnologies, medical and cosmetic and behavioral human 
genetic screening and engineering biotechnologies, and neurotechnologies for eradicating all the 
incurable damages and disorders and diseases and disabilities in the human body, for enabling 
individual human beings to extent their lifespans and retain their health and youth indefinitely as 
long as they want, and for genetically and neurotechnologically improving and augmenting 
human body capabilities, in America and elsewhere in the First World. 
 
This project leads to achieving the following biotechnological accomplishments, in America and 
elsewhere in the First World. 
 



 Thoroughly removing all the human biological limitations, and satisfying all the human 
biological desires on their bodies and all the human needs to improve the human biological 
reality. 

 Satisfying the human desire and need to end the unnecessary and unhelpful human suffering 
from the incurable damages and disorders and diseases and disabilities in the human body. 

 Satisfying the human desire and need to extend human youth and lifespan—for increasing 
the human life-qualities, productivity, experiences, and creativity. 

 Satisfying the human desire and need to improve the human body via human genetic 
screening and engineering, neurotechnology, and bionic biotech—for greater human-body 
health, aesthetic, capacity, capability, and productivity on Earth and outer space. 

 Biotechnologically broadening the human biological capabilities, possibilities, and prosperity 
for the human multitudes. 

 Eliminating all the incurable damages and disorders and diseases and disabilities in the 
human body, and enabling the human multitudes to live their lives with healthy, youthful, 
beautiful, and long-living human bodies. 

 Creating the biotechnological human reality in which human beings no longer have their 
biological limitations of incurable damages and disorders and diseases and disabilities, and 
aging and dying. 

 
In particular, this project contributes to providing the necessary biomechanics and 
mechanobiology knowledge and technology in developing and commercializing the 
transhumanistic biotechnologies envisioned by Allen Young. 
 
This project is an essential part of achieving Allen Young's aim of creating an unlimited human 
biological choice for the human multitudes by developing and commercializing the following 
biotechnologies that eradicate all the incurable damages and disorders and diseases and 
disabilities in the human body, old human age, and involuntary human deaths, and enable the 
human multitudes to have unlimited health, youth, longevity, and beauty in their human bodies, 
in America and elsewhere in the First World. 
 
 Human body part and whole human body design, manufacturing and replacement 

biotechnologies that make the incurable damages and disorders and diseases and disabilities 
in the human body, and human deaths, obsolete, and make biological human suffering and 
limitations a thing of the past. 

 Medical, cosmetic, and behavioral human genetic engineering technologies that enable the 
human multitudes to get rid of the undesirable human genes in their bodies, and selectively 
have the most desirable human genes in their bodies. 

 Human body anti-aging, longevity, and anti-disease biotechnologies that enable the human 
multitudes to live their lives with healthy and youthful human bodies indefinitely. 

 
 
One major goal Allen Young has in advancing biotech is to develop and market the human body 
part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement biotechnologies and the human 
genetic screening and engineering biotechnologies that Allen Young envisions, that eradicate all 
the incurable damages and disorders and diseases and disabilities in the human body, that enable 
human beings to retain their health and youth and beauty indefinitely, that require the scanner, 



computational-modeler, designer, synthesizer, and replacer human-body biotechnologies that 
Allen Young envisions and pursues.  Allen Young aims to develop and commercialize robotic 
scanner human-body biotechnologies, that can exhaustively, thoroughly, and completely probe 
human-body matter at macroscopic, microscopic and nanoscopic levels, and digitize and store 
the scanned human-body matter structure (the overall form or organization) and compositions 
(the proportions of different parts) on computer for computational human-body modeling, 
analysis, simulation, and prediction; Allen Young envisions the scanner human-body 
biotechnologies that can identify and record the size and type and 3D location of every biological 
cell in an entire human body, count the number of human-body cells for every type of human-
body cell in an entire human body, and identify and record the atomic and subatomic structure 
and composition of every type of biological cell in the human body, for the purpose of 
developing other types of biotechnologies for human health and longevity.  Allen Young aims to 
develop and commercialize computational-modeler human body biotechnologies, that can 
quantify, model, analyze, simulate, and predict the number or count of every type of cell and 
tissue, and all the statistical 3D locations and physical state evolutions of every biomolecule, cell 
component, cell, tissue, and organ in a human body—at the molecular, atomic, and subatomic 
levels, for developing other types of biotechnologies such as anti-aging human biotech, human 
longevity biotech, human health biotech, human medical biotech, human body part and whole 
human body manufacturing and replacement biotech, human life-protection biotech, human 
resurrection biotech, cosmetic, medical, and behavioral human genetic engineering biotech, 
neurotechnology, and bionic biotech.  Allen Young aims to develop and commercialize designer 
human-body biotechnologies, that allow humans to design biomatter and lifeforms down to the 
cellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels for synthesizing or manufacturing the human 
biomatter and lifeforms that are designed on computer.  Allen Young aims to develop and 
commercialize synthesizer human-body biotechnologies, that can manufacture every type of 
human-body molecule, genome, cell component, cell, microorganism, tissue, organ, and whole 
human body, for medical and human-longevity applications.  Allen Young aims to develop and 
commercialize macroscopic, microscopic, and nanoscopic robotic replacer human-body 
biotechnologies, that can replace any and every existing human body part with a manufactured 
human body part, for curing any and every damage and disease and disability in the human body, 
rejuvenating old living human bodies, and enabling indefinite human body longevity or 
lifespans.  Allen Young aims to build a large-scale, mass-market biotech economy with a large 
number of biotech equipment, biotech service, and synthetic biomatter consumers, for increased 
biotech equipment, biotech service, and synthetic biomatter production and use in healthcare, 
human food production, households, businesses, manufacturing, construction, and services. 
 
This project contributes to developing and commercializing one or more sensor, scanner, 
computational-modeler, designer, synthesizer, and replacer biotech products for the human body 
part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement biotechnologies and the human 
genetic screening and engineering biotechnologies development. 
 
This project contributes to developing the biotechnological capabilities to sense, scan, 
computationally model, design, synthesize, and replace the biomechanical and 
mechanobiological human body parts and facilities. 
 



Allen Young advances and publicly promotes human body biotech in tandem with advancing 
artificial intelligence (AI) and robotics, for the purpose of researching, developing, and 
commercializing AI-enabled robotic human-body part and whole-human body scanner, modeler, 
synthesizer, and replacer biotechnologies, with the particular applications in medical, anti-aging, 
and longevity human body biotechnologies.  As such, this project contributes to advancing 
biomedical, biomanufacturing, and bioreplacement AI and robotics. 
 
 
This project contribute to benefiting the public, consumers, businesses, industries, and 
institutions, initially in America and elsewhere in the First World, and then eventually in 
developing nations—through playing an essential part in advancing and commercializing human 
body biotechnologies and nonhuman biotechnologies for creating unlimited human biological 
options, indefinitely extending individual human lifespans, and mass-manufacturing and mass-
marketing nonhuman biomatter that are useful to and desired by human beings such as human 
foods. 
 
This project leads to ending the unnecessary and tragic human suffering caused by incurable 
damages and disorders and diseases and disabilities in the human body:  This project leads to 
rendering every damage and disease and disability in the human body curable with human body 
biotech, and enabling humans to retain their youth and live as long as they want, so that humans 
can be more productive as human beings, and live fuller and longer human lives. 
 
This project advances human body biotech for evolving scientific, technological and commercial 
scope, complexity, and sophistication in biotechnological human biology evolution and 
expansion, and for biotechnologically increasing the scopes, complexities, and sophistications in 
human biological possibilities, actions, experiences, and prosperity. 
 
 
This project contributes to obsoleting the human suffering from the incurable damages and 
disorders and diseases and disabilities in the human body, obsoleting the human beings 
becoming old and infirm and senile, and obsoleting the human life being too short.  This project 
contributes to advancing the human body biotechnology that enables humans to enjoy health, 
youth, beauty, and longevity, as long as they want; this project contributes to advancing, 
embracing, and using human body biotech, for making humans healthy, youthful, beautiful, and 
long-living creatures not just on Earth, but more importantly in outer space as well. 
 
This project contributes to developing and commercializing the following types of human body 
biotechnologies for increasing human health, youth, longevity, and capability that remove the 
unnecessary, burdensome, and detrimental limitations in the human body:  'anti-aging human 
biotech', 'human longevity biotech', 'human health biotech', 'human medical biotech', 'human 
body part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement biotech', 'human life-
protection biotech', 'human resurrection biotech', 'medical, cosmetic, and behavioral human 
genetic screening and engineering biotech', 'neurotechnology', and 'bionic biotech'. 
 
 



Allen Young has been developing a science, named Unified Humanity Science, that quantifies, 
models, analyzes, simulates, and predicts how the different types of outwardly observable human 
behaviors are caused at the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, 
atomic, and subatomic levels; Allen Young will continue to work on completing this science 
sometime in the future, hopefully within the next 10 to 20 years, by AD 2032 to AD 2042.  This 
science will facilitate advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-
scale outer space tech, even and especially while still in development. 
 
This integrated human-body science will be used to quantify, model, analyze, simulate, and 
predict how the living human body—at the organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, 
atomic, and subatomic levels—perform sensory information reception and processing, rational 
and emotional reasoning, linguistic processing, and motor action planning and execution. 
 
This integrated human-body science will be used to quantify, model, analyze, simulate, and 
predict how the living human bodies will operate in long-term or permanent mass-scale outer 
space human habitats with millions of human beings living in each mass-scale outer space 
human habitat. 
 
This project is an integral part of Allen Young's integrated human body and behavior science 
development. 
 
This project is an essential part of developing and commercializing a science that Allen Young 
has been working on, that aims to completely map all of the outwardly observable human 
behaviors to their underlying human-body biophysical causes at the human-body organic, 
tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels. 
 
In tandem with advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale 
outer space tech for commercialization, Allen Young develops and markets this science that 
maps the outwardly observable human behaviors such as human motor actions and speeches, to 
their biophysical causes in the human body components at organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—for statistically quantifying, modeling, analyzing, 
simulating, and predicting how the human body operates at the organic, tissular, cellular, 
subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels, and applying the organic, tissular, cellular, 
subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic human-body biophysical structures, compositions, 
processes and state evolutions knowledge gained to creating artificial intelligence and robotics 
technologies with humanlike capabilities, and to advancing human body biotech for medical, 
anti-aging, and human-longevity applications. 
 
Due to the coverage and the involved subject areas of this project, this project is an essential 
component in completely finding out how the living human body operates—as a biophysical 
system at the organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—
across the entire living human-body biophysical system over its entire lifetime. 
 
As Allen Young details in the "Robocentric Unified Humanity Science paradigm" part of his 
book, The Future, this science that Allen Young develops is for completely mapping all the 



human behaviors to their causative human body parts down to the human-body organic, tissular, 
cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels. 
 
By providing the paradigmatic foundations for comprehensive or all-encompassing human body 
biomechanics and mechanobiology, this project enables scientifically treating the human body as 
a mechanically dynamic and responsive biological system, which is required in gaining the 
complete scientific understanding of all the biophysical human-body causes of all the human 
behaviors, down to the human-body organic, tissular, cellular, subcellular, molecular, atomic, 
and subatomic levels. 
 
 
This project leads to transforming the human biological reality for the entire American and other 
First World human multitudes via advancing human body biotech. 
 
This project contributes to developing and commercializing biomedical human body 
biotechnologies such as human-body part and whole human body manufacturing and 
replacement bio-robotics technologies, anti-aging human biotech, and human longevity biotech 
that will enable humans to live longer, fuller, more productive, and more meaningful human 
lives with richer and better human experiences, in America and elsewhere in the First World. 

Biotechnological Transhumanization of U.S. Military 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, has founded and currently leads 
Robocentric, a transhumanistic American high-tech business that publicly promotes and 
advances the science, technology, and capitalism of artificial intelligence, robotics, human 
immortality biotech, human genetic screening and engineering, nanotechnology, 
neurotechnology, bionic biotech, and interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale 
outer space humanity expansion tech. 
 
This project makes essential contributions to the following Robocentric's endeavor of 
biotechnologically advancing the U.S. military capabilities. 
 
Robocentric plans and executes being a military human-body biotech supplier to the U.S. 
military and the U.S. ally militaries. 
 
Robocentric plans and executes providing the following military human-body biotech products 
to the U.S. military and the U.S. ally militaries. 
 
Anti-aging human biotech for the U.S. soldiers to keep their body young and agile. 
 
Human genetic engineering biotech for the U.S. soldiers to make them stronger, more agile, and 
more intelligent genetically-engineered superhuman soldiers. 
 
Neurotechnology in the brains of the U.S. soldiers for faster information processing and 
utilization. 
 
Bionic biotech for the U.S. soldiers for more physical capability. 
 



Human body part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement services for the U.S. 
soldiers for removing war-related human body damages such as lifelong handicaps and 
disabilities caused by losing limbs, spinal cord injuries, paraplegia, and genetic and nerve 
damages from toxic chemicals and radioactive materials such as Agent Orange and depleted 
uranium. 
 
Human brain content engineering on the U.S. soldiers for instantly injecting knowledge into 
American human soldier brains, and removing war-related human brain damages and 
psychological problems such as PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder). 
 
Making the U.S. soldiers immortal through providing U.S. soldier resurrection services, using 
remotely stored human body data (whole genome sequence and brain contents) and whole 
human-body manufacturing biotech. 

Humanlike Embodied AI and Robot Hardware Broad Economic Impact 
The biomechanics and mechanobiology knowledge created in this project will be used by Allen 
Young and his transhumanistic American high-tech corporation, Robocentric, for creating the 
next-generation robot hardware technologies with artificial bones, muscles, ligaments, tendons, 
joints, and skins that will enable the ubiquitous and pervasive robotics in America and elsewhere 
in the First World. 
 
Embodied AI (Artificial Intelligence) is artificial intelligence that is restricted to, and constrained 
in, a limited and environment sensible and interactable hardware unit or device such as a 
humanoid robot hardware, that can intelligently process the hardware sensory information and 
plan and execute the hardware motor actions for perceiving, interacting with, and changing the 
physical environment that the hardware is immersed in. 
 
This project is a necessary component in universalizing embodied AI and robots in America and 
the rest of the First World—making embodied AI and robots essential to the human existence 
and daily lives—with the particular application in doubling the American national annual GDP 
to US$50 trillion, by making embodied AI and robots ubiquitous and pervasive in the American 
national economy. 
 
This project contributes to creating unlimited supplies of cheap mental and manual labor via 
humanlike embodied AI and robot hardware in America, and robotizing mining, manufacturing, 
and construction in America, on Earth and in outer space. 
 
One major economic consequence Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, aims to 
create through advancing embodied AI and robot hardware is having 100 to 200 million robots 
working in the American factories on Earth, managed by human robot-managers. 
  
Allen Young expects America to have as many working robots as twice the number of the 
American human workers, 320 million or more, to increase the American annual GDP to US$50 
trillion and beyond. 
 



Allen Young expects that in the robotized American national economy, the American human 
workers will manage exceedingly capable embodied AI and robot hardware units to at least 
double the total American national economic outputs from the pre-robotization level. 
 
This project contributes to creating the robotized American national economy, by making 
embodied AI and robot hardware to have humanlike mechanical and touch-response capabilities. 
 
 
There are three major issues and problems in manufacturing globally. 
 
There is the need to innovate and strengthen the American national manufacturing capability, 
capacity, and diversity, on Earth and in outer space. 
 
There is the global limit or cap on the total supply of human factory workers.  Presently, in AD 
2022, the global manufacturing systems have already exhausted a significant portion of the 
global supply of cheap human factory workers. 
 
There is the need of humanity to expand into outer space in massive scale, for securing more 
resources and living space for humanity; there is the need to have astronomical numbers of robot 
laborers in outer space to serve the human interests in outer-space mining, construction, 
manufacturing, and service. 
 
Advancing artificial intelligence and robotics will address and solve all of the above major issues 
and problems in manufacturing and mass-scale outer space humanity expansion. 
 
This project contributes to solving the human labor supply limitation problem on Earth and in 
outer space via enabling ubiquitous and pervasive robotics with humanlike mechanical and 
touch-response embodied AI and robot hardware capabilities. 
 
 
This project is a part of the essential work that must be done to achieve Allen Young's aim of 
exponentially increasing the mining, raw materials processing, manufacturing, and construction 
capabilities in America and elsewhere in the First World, at first on Earth, and eventually in 
outer space. 
 
Allen Young deems that in order to make embodied AI and robots ubiquitous and pervasive in 
America, robotize the American national economy, and hence double the American national 
annual GDP to US$50 trillion, US$25 trillion more than the pre-robotization level, the following 
must be achieved. 
 
In order for robots to be ubiquitous and pervasive, robots must be able to see like humans, 
process visual information in humanlike ways to visually plan and execute navigation and object 
manipulation in humanlike ways.  Moreover, through advances in embodied AI, robots must 
increasingly think and solve problems like humans, especially visually. 
 



In order for robots to be ubiquitous and pervasive, robots must be made of artificial or synthetic 
bones, muscles, tendons, ligaments, skins, nerves, ion liquid energy channels, and malleable 
batteries—not of motors, wires, plastics, metals, and solid-casing batteries—for enabling robots 
to perform any and every physical task that humans can. 
 
In order for robots to be ubiquitous and pervasive, the activities that humans will perform using 
the versatile high-mobility and high-dexterity robots must be designed and mass-marketed. 
 
This project contributes to enabling humanlike touch-sensing and locomotion and dexterity 
technological capabilities in embodied AI and robot hardware. 
 
Advancing embodied AI and robotics for creating humanlike visual and tactile capabilities and 
mobility and dexterity requires far more advanced and complex quantification, modeling, 
analysis, simulation, prediction, and understanding of how the human visual recognition, visual 
data storage, visual reasoning, visual motion planning, visual motion execution, tactile sensory 
processing, locomotion, dexterity, and creativity work.  As such, this project contributes to 
replicating in machines the human sensory information processing, reasoning, motion planning, 
and motion execution capabilities—so that humans can have access to more humanlike machine 
capabilities for their use. 
 
The broadest impact of this project is contributing to benefiting the public, consumers, 
businesses, industries, and institutions, initially in America and elsewhere in the First World, and 
then eventually in developing nations—through advancing and commercializing humanlike 
embodied AI and robot hardware technologies. 
 
This project contributes to advancing artificial intelligence and robotics for creating far-reaching 
socioeconomic transformations in America and elsewhere; this project contributes to creating 
humanlike embodied AI and robot hardware technologies with humanlike touch-sensing and 
locomotion and dexterity capabilities that will revolutionize and reinvigorate the American 
manufacturing, vastly increase the manufacturing productivity, capability, capacity, and output in 
America and elsewhere in the First World, and create vastly increased net material wealth across 
the entire humanity. 
 
This project contributes to addressing the supplies of human factory workers having reached 
their limits and caps at the global level, even in the most populous nations like China; this project 
contributes to creating embodied AI and robot hardware technologies with humanlike touch-
sensing and locomotion and dexterity capabilities that will alleviate and permanently remove the 
factory worker shortage problems in America and elsewhere. 
 
Moreover, this project contributes to creating the embodied AI and robot hardware technologies 
with humanlike touch-sensing and locomotion and dexterity capabilities that will be used in 
outer space in massive numbers, for mass-scale outer space mining, manufacturing, construction, 
and human habitat building and maintenance—for enabling interplanetary mass-scale outer space 
humanity expansion in the Solar System. 
 
 



Constant supply of cheap manual labor is necessary for creating and sustaining abundant 
material wealth.  The human world has been running out of abundant cheap manual labor supply 
due to the human-worker wage increases, rising standards of human living, and continuous 
socioeconomic developments in the world. 
 
In order to create even more abundant material wealth in the future, not just on Earth but in outer 
space as well, there must be even more constant supply of cheap manual labor.  However, over 
two centuries of industrialization have been maximizing the use of cheap human manual labor 
across the world, and at this point in time, in AD 2022, the global supply of cheap human manual 
labor has been running out, and the increase in human-worker wages and shortages, and inflation 
is in widespread effect. 
 
Advancing embodied AI and robotics for providing unlimited supply of cheap mental and 
manual labor for providing abundant material wealth to human beings, not just on Earth but in 
outer space as well, is not only the proper approach to permanently solve the constant cheap 
mental and manual labor supply constraint problem, but also the only approach available. 
 
For further socioeconomic development and advancement, America and the rest of the First 
World, must advance and embrace the embodied AI and robotics technologies that will provide 
virtually unlimited supply of cheap mental and manual labor on Earth and in outer space—for 
removing human mental and manual labor limitations and improving the human condition, for 
building and maintaining more advanced human habitats not just on Earth but in outer space as 
well.  America and the rest of the First World must place astronomical numbers of robots 
working in outer space to support human life in outer space, with millions of humans living in 
each outer-space city, not just a few people living in an outer-space human habitat. 
 
Providing unlimited supplies of cheap and abundant embodied-AI robots for machine-provided 
mental and manual labor that can perform the mental and manual tasks that only humans could, 
will create enormous material wealth for humans on Earth and in outer space, particularly for 
America and the rest of the First World. 
 
In the not-too-distant future, humans shouldn't be doing boring, redundant, and mechanical jobs 
at all; eventually, humanlike embodied AI and robot hardware units that are managed by human 
workers, should do all the robotic mental and manual work, and human workers should 
specialize even more in doing the jobs that require human taste and judgment, for creating even 
greater human possibilities, promises, and prosperity.  There must be advanced embodied AI and 
robot hardware, so that robots can do all the robotic work, and humans can be more human and 
do more of humanly work. 
 
 
This project contributes to advancing embodied AI and robot hardware with humanlike touch-
sensing and locomotion and dexterity capabilities—for broadening the human capabilities, 
possibilities, and prosperity for the human multitudes, particularly in America and elsewhere in 
the First World. 
 



This project contributes to advancing embodied AI and robot hardware for dramatically 
cheapening the mental and manual labor cost through using humanlike embodied AI and robot 
hardware, and increasing the mining, manufacturing, construction, and service capabilities in 
America and elsewhere in the First World, on Earth and in outer space. 

AI-enablement and Robotization of the U.S. Military 
Robocentric, Allen Young's American high-tech corporation, plans and executes being a military 
artificial intelligence and robotics technology supplier to the U.S. military and the U.S. ally 
militaries, by providing advanced artificial intelligence and robotics software and hardware 
products for military defense and offence.  Robocentric aims to strengthen the U.S. military 
capabilities through the U.S. military AI-enablement and robotization.  This project aims to 
provide a set of scientific bases and technology paradigms that will be used in creating embodied 
AI and robot hardware technologies with humanlike touch-response and locomotion and 
dexterity capabilities that Robocentric will market to the U.S. and U.S. ally militaries. 

About Robocentric 
Robocentric is an American high-tech corporation that publicly promotes and advances the 
science, technology, and capitalism of artificial intelligence, robotics, human immortality 
biotech, and interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale outer space humanity 
expansion tech. 
 
Building Robocentric—for advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, human immortality 
biotech, and interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale outer space humanity 
expansion tech via R&D and commercialization—is a multidecadal commitment of Allen 
Young. 
 
NOTICE Robocentric Biotech is not a conventional bioscience laboratory or R&D facility or 
biomedical research institution:  Rather, Robocentric Biotech is a sensor, scanner, modeler, 
designer, synthesizer, and replacer biotech R&D and commercialization business with a long-
term (multidecadal) aim of developing and commercializing its own human immortality 
biotechnologies.  Robocentric does not breed or produce laboratory animals, such as laboratory 
mice, for developing its biotech.  Robocentric doesn't do genetically engineered plant and animal 
production unless it is for testing its own genetic engineering biotech.  Robocentric doesn't do 
testing on live animals except for clinical trials for testing its own human or nonhuman disease 
cure or for testing its own sensor and scanner biotech.  Robocentric Biotech's main strategy is 
developing and commercializing its own biomatter synthesizer biotechnologies for 
biomanufacturing biochemicals, biomolecules, monomers, polymers, cell components, cells, 
tissues, organs, organ systems, whole bodies, consumer and industrial biomaterials and pseudo-
biomaterials such as artificial cells and tissues and cell-like systems, and bioelectronic devices:  
Robocentric Biotech's key focus is developing and commercializing its own biomatter 
synthesizer technologies, not breeding animals and plants, not performing incremental bioscience 
researches.  Robocentric performs testing on live and dead animal and plant biomatter (such as 
cells, tissues, and organs), only when it is absolutely necessary for developing and testing its own 
biotechnologies.  Robocentric Biotech is led by Allen Young, a college dropout. 
 
 



Read The Future, the book written by Allen Young, the transhumanistic Asian-American man, 
that explains how Allen Young and his transhumanistic American high-tech corporation, 
Robocentric, advance AI, robotics, human immortality biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
humanity expansion tech.  Visit Robocentric.com/Future to learn how AI, robotics, human 
immortality biotech, and mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech will alter the human 
reality!  Be special:  Be in the know in advancing transhumanism by visiting 
Robocentric.com/Future and reading The Future! 
 
Robocentric needs investors for advancing AI, robotics, human immortality biotech, and mass-
scale outer space humanity expansion tech!  Allen Young, the transhumanistic Asian-American 
man, a college dropout, Robocentric CEO is currently working on commercializing the AI and 
robotics technologies that he has developed.  Robocentric is seeking investors for bringing the 
next-generation AI and robotics technologies to the market.  Investing in Robocentric comes 
with unconditional remaining investor money return via share buyback at the purchase price.  
Visit Robocentric.com/Investors for more info and to invest in Robocentric! 
 
In order to advance the science and technology and capitalism in artificial intelligence, robotics, 
human immortality biotech, and mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech—for doubling 
the American national annual GDP to US$50 trillion and beyond by fully robotizing the 
American national economy on Earth, and sextupling the American national annual GDP to 
US$150 trillion and beyond by fully transhumanizing the American national economy on Earth 
and in outer space—Robocentric, the transhumanistic American high-tech corporation, performs 
a number of its own science and technology research projects under Allen Young's leadership.  
Visit Robocentric.com/Projects to learn about the transhumanistic science and technology 
researches that Robocentric performs under Allen Young's leadership, before making the 
decision to invest in Robocentric at Robocentric.com/Investors. 
 
If you're an investor, visit Robocentric.com/PitchDeck to learn about Robocentric's overall 
business plan for advancing transhumanism in America and elsewhere in the First World.  
Advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, human immortality biotech, and mass-scale outer 
space humanity expansion tech needs your support.  You can support advancing AI, robotics, 
human immortality biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech by investing in Robocentric through 
purchasing one or more Robocentric stocks at Robocentric.com/Investors.  You can provide 
support by making one or more donations at Robocentric.com/Donation.  You can provide 
support by purchasing one or more merchandise items at Robocentric.com/Merchandise. 
 
If you want to contact Allen Young, the transhumanistic Asian-American man, Robocentric 
CEO, for business related issues or investing in Robocentric for advancing AI, robotics, human 
immortality biotech, and mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech, visit 
Robocentric.com/Contact. 
 
Allen Young, the transhumanistic Asian-American man, Robocentric CEO, is looking for people 
to work with!  Currently, Allen Young is working on getting the initial funding for Robocentric, 
so there's no immediate open positions.  But in the future, there will be.  If you’re interested in 
working on advancing AI, robotics, human immortality biotech, and/or mass-scale outer space 
humanity expansion tech, visit Robocentric.com/Jobs. 



 
If you want to know more about Allen Young, the transhumanistic Asian-American man, 
Robocentric CEO, who publicly promotes and advances the science, technology, and capitalism 
of artificial intelligence, robotics, human immortality biotech, human genetic screening and 
engineering biotech, nanotechnology, neurotechnology, bionic biotech, and interplanetary, 
interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech, visit 
Robocentric.com/Bio for Allen Young’s biosketch and autobiography. 
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